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Preparing the Way 
Malachi 3: 1-4; Luke 3: 1-6 

  

 The word of God came to John, the son of Zechariah, in the wilderness. Here in Luke, we 

do not hear much about who John is. In fact, in this morning’s reading, we don’t hear anything 

about the man we know as John the Baptist. What we get is a very brief depiction of his ministry.  

 In the Gospel of Mark, we get a lot more flavor. There we learn John likes to dress in a 

tunic made of camel’s hair, and we learn about how he sustains himself and his followers with a 

diet of wild locusts and honey. He was as much an oddity then as we would consider him today. 

John was not the kind of minister you would bring to your homebound mother. He was not the 

kind of pastor most worship communities would pick.  

 John was a different sort all together. He was a prophet. He was a marginalized figure on 

the edge of society, on the borderlands of human existence. He had no prestige. He was on the 

fringe. While his lineage was priestly, he, himself, was not a priest. And, yet, John is the one to 

whom God gives a word. 

 Luke tells us God could have chosen the kinds of people society would choose. Luke 

places John alongside these contrasting figures. It’s a mishmash of rulers and priests: people of 

marked influence. Nevertheless, God did not come to them. God did not come to government 

officials or to the religious authorities. God did not come to the power brokers of the day.  

The word of God came to an eclectic man everyone else would write off. He doesn’t have 

any formal papers or a fancy degree. He doesn’t adhere to the social norms and standards of the 

established order. John is a misfit, much like his cousin, Jesus. 

The word of God came to John, this eclectic man, in the wilderness. There is a lot of talk 

in the Bible about wilderness. Jesus goes out into the wilderness for forty days. The Jewish 

people wander in the wilderness for years after they are liberated from Egypt and before they 

reach the promised land. The wilderness is a desolate place known much more for what it lacks 

than what it provides. The things it lacks are precisely what we expect from civilized society: 

safety, security, and dependability. 

Wilderness is also the place Jesus retreats to recenter himself in prayer. It is the place 

where John preaches and teaches, and makes the way ready for the coming of Jesus the Christ. 

Wilderness is where monastics and spiritual types of all varieties go to find stillness and to 

communion with the divine.  

In fact, many of you have told me time and again that it is in nature (in the “wilderness”) 

that you most feel the presence of God. It is where many of us touch wonder and awe. Often, it is 

in the wild places that God can get our attention. It is the liminal space in which we can feel 

where God breaks into our world. Sometimes, that it is in the beauty of nature: in the trees and 

beside a stream bed. Sometimes, people find it on the streets of an urban jungle: in the face of a 

stranger or in the way a blade of grass can crack a sidewalk.  

Whatever wilderness we find ourselves in, the sense of it being a place of nothingness or 

of being nowhere changes when we open ourselves to the mystery of God. Then, suddenly, 
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nowhere becomes somewhere. It becomes somewhere special. It becomes what Princeton 

University professor, Eddie Glaude calls elsewhere. 

 Glaude, in his most recent book Begin Again, describes elsewhere as a place humans 

need to go.1 With so few truly wild places left and with so few possibilities to embrace the 

wildness of our own human nature in a healthy way, elsewhere is the perfect place. Glaude says, 

“Elsewhere is that physical or metaphorical place that affords the space to breath, 
to refuse adjustment and accommodation to the demands of society, and to live 

apart, if just for a time, from the deadly assumptions that threaten to smother. 

Living elsewhere can offer you a moment of rest, to catch your breath and ready 
yourself to enter the fray once again, not so much whole and healed, but battle-

scarred and prepared for yet another round. Seeking an elsewhere affords a 

different vantage point to assess your commitments and the depth of your loves.”2  

 Elsewhere is a place of refinement in the way the prophet, Malachi, described the 

refiner’s fire and the fuller’s soap. The fuller’s soap was made from lye. It was used to clean 

garments and eliminate stains through an intense sanitization process which involved repeated 

scrubbing and being left out in the sun to bleach. The refiner’s fire was a fire so hot it would 

burn away all impurities leaving a blacksmith with the strong material needed to make tools of 

survival. Malachi tells us these purification methods point the way back to God. The purification 

of the self is the path to our reconciliation with God. It is the means by which we experience an 

elsewhere and find liberation from our present struggles. 

In the latest issue of the Christian Century, Willie Francois III builds on the notion of 

elsewhere by reminding us, reminding followers of Christ that our vocation is to become a 

community of God-conscious and self-aware explorers of life. We are to seek out elsewhere. 

Francois put it this way, “In the first year of the reign of Jospeh Biden, when Brian Kemp was 

governor of Georgia and Greg Abott was governor of Texas, when Keisha Lance Bottoms was 

mayor of Atlanta and Sylvester Turner was mayor of Houston, during the evangelical priesthood 

of Robert Jeffress and Franklin Graham, the word of love and justice comes elsewhere.”3 The 

ways of God are found elsewhere. 

The ways of God certainly are not found within the kinds of lobbying organizations that 

seek to block our nation’s young people from safe schools. They are not found in the power 

brokers who choose profits and shallow claims of second amendment rights over the lives of our 

most vulnerable and precious gift: our future generations. Hope and peace and love and joy are 

elsewhere. They are found in repentance. 

John came to make the way ready for the coming of the Christ. He came to proclaim a 

baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins. John brought a path to redemption for those 

who chose the ways of this world over the ways of God. Four young lives would not have been 

lost this week if the National Rifle Association took John up on his offer of baptism. Four bright 

futures would not have gone dark if two parents had made a different choice for their troubled 

son’s Christmas present. True repentance requires a whole hearted turning away from actions 

 
1 Eddie Glause, Begin Again: James Baldwin’s America and Its Urgent Lessons for Our Own (NY: Crown Publishing, 

2020), 116-145. 
2 Ibid, 129-130. 
3 Willie Dwayne Francois III, “Reflections on the Lectionary,” The Christian Century, v138 no.23 (2021): 21. 
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which cause the light of others to dim. It requires a practice of purification through finding your 

elsewhere, seeking out elsewhere and waiting for God to once again draw near to you. 

  As we journey deeper into Advent, embrace the cleansing, healing power of elsewhere. 

Elsewhere is where we find God. It is where we find the peace and stillness to recognize when 

Christ has come into our midst. It gives us the clarity to rise above the lobby. Elsewhere gives us 

the ability to rise above the ways of the world. 

God is not finished with this world, or with us. The season of recentering is upon us. The 

time will come to once again be the hands and feet of God but, for now, rest and catch your 

breath. Prepare yourself for God’s inbreaking by finding and cultivating your elsewhere.  


